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Zwinger Von Der Bauerhof German Shepherds

http://vonderbauerhof.com

 When our puppies are placed into homes they come with AKC Registration, Pedigree, Microchip, Tattoo,

Health Guarantee, Contract, Breeder support for the life of the dog, Puppy instructions on diet & training

We became a kennel when we started in the sport of Schutzhund as a hobby. The desire and need for German Shepherd Dogs of our type, temperament and working

ability sparked our desire to begin breeding for what we wanted in a dog. We are a small, family operated and owned kennel focusing the majority of our time on our

German Shepherd Dogs. As dog trainers first we feel it is of utmost importance to get a puppy off to the right start from the day they are born. We have a puppy

program we put our litters through to encourage confidence, build up the ability to handle stress, and expose them to as many different surfaces and obstacles as we

can. This creates a very well rounded German Shepherd puppy making a fantastic candidate in a working home, or as an active companion for a family.We choose to

keep our kennel small to ensure we dedicate as much time as we need to each individual puppy as well as our adults. We train and title all of our dogs ourselves to

gain a complete understanding of what our dogs have to offer to our breeding program. Breeding only a select few litters a year allows us the ability to evaluate

puppies as they grow so we can match puppy and buyer for complete compatibility. With the small amount of litters, this means we may not always have puppies

available. We choose to keep a waiting list to be called when puppies are born, and deposits to be placed on puppies for a place in line.All content of this listing

belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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